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PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF LABOUR F'OOCE 
AJ';D Ri<.;LATED STATISTICS 

INTRODUCTION 

1. This note indicates very briefly the principal sources 
of statistics relating to the labour force, employment and 
unemployment. Questions of underlying concepts and definitions 
of terms used are discussed in some of the other working papers 
of the Seminar. The methods and procedures by which the rele
vant statistics may be derived are also conside.re.d in these 
papers, but with special reference to only two types of ·statis
tical inquiries: 

(a) labour force sample surveys or surveys based ori inquiries 
from a sample of households; · 

(b) systems of periodic reporting of employment data by 
establishments, usually by those above a specified minimum 
size. · 

It is not intended to discuss at this Seminar the organisational 
ar:.d related aspects of data collection through other sources 
s~ch as censuses, operations of placement services and the like, 
and accordingly the working papers do not deal with these 
questions in regard to such sources. 

2, The sources indicated in this paper differ as to the 
scope of coverage of the statistics compiled. Two types may 
b,1 distinguished: 

(a) a source such as a population census or a household sample 
survey which assures full coverage of the entire population 
or labour force in question; 

C::>) a source such as a system of establishment reporting where 
the coverage is limited to a sector of the population or 
labour force. 

T :-ie sources considered in this paper are divided into these two 
categories. 

3, The periodicity of statistical compilation may also 
vary according to source, Population censuses are usually 
undertaken at fairly long intervals, viz. five, or more often, 
ten years. In a few African countries, such as the U.A.R., 
there is a well-established tradition of taking the potulation 
census every ten years. At the other extreme, a population 
census has been conducted in recent years for the first time in 
~.everal African countries. Labour force sample surveys and 
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establishment ernpl~yment inquiries are usually conducted at 
more frequent intervals, e.g. yearly, quarterly or monthly, 
although in somP. cases these may be n0 more than one-time 
surveys. The statistics based on the operations of the employ
ment services are usually compiled on a regular basis - monthly, 
quarterly and annually. Evidently if the statistics are 
compiled periodically, they are of greater value since they 
permit the assessment of trends - an appraisal of the past, a 
description of the present and an estimation of the future. 

SOURCES COVERili:G ,'/HOLE OH lV.J\J0R. FART OF LABOUR FOitCfu 
.POI-UL,,Ti:ON CBM'>US 

4. The population census has been recognised as a 
classical source of cori,prehensive statistics of demographic, 
cultural and social as well as economic characteristics of the 
population. Some of the essential features of the census may 
be noted. The enumarion should be universal, i.e. it should 
include every member of the community within the scope of the 
census without omission or duplication. It should have 
simultaneity, i.e. the data collected should refer to one well
defined point or period of time. Separate data should be 
recorded for 1ach individual by direct enu;neration and not by 
registration. 

5. The scope of topics covered in a census inquiry varies 
according to national conditions and requirements. In 
statistically underdeveloped countries or in areas where sub
sistence economy is predominant, tne inforn:ation sought may be 
limited to sex, age, rr.arital status, the relationship to house
hold head, and some indication of economic activity. In more 
developed areas, the range of items may cover, in addition, 
cultural items, such as language, ethnic characteristics, 
literacy and level of education, as well as more detailed 
economic characteristics such as whether econ0mically active 
(in the labour force) or not and, for the economically active, 
information as to occupation, industry and status (as to employer, 
err.ployee, etc.). The population census can thus provide dats. 
on the size and distribution of the labour force by sex, age
group, status, industry and 0ccupation for the various geo
graphical areas of the country. 

6. The great merit of population census as a source of 
data is that it can provide an inventory of huraan resources of 
a country for soci0-economic as well as other uses, The data 
also lend themselves to detailed cross-classification, e.g. 
classification of labour force by occupations in each industry 

1 In practice, a population census may deviate from some 
of these principles due to special national conditions. ,, 
notable case in point is the 3udan Population Census of 1956. 
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group. On the other hand, census is a rna.ss operation which 
requires a large m.ir,,ter of enurLerators who cannot usually be 
fully trained or specialised in the recording of economic 
characteristics. Census is also a n:ulti-p-c1rpose survey which 
must provide data on econorr.ic as ,,,,,ell as other characteristics 
so that the scope of questions relating to labour force aspects 
has to be within the bounds of the practical. These features 
te,:d to set limits to the degree of rrecision in enumerator 
reportine, e.g. occupational detail of persons employed in 
mo:::.ern industry as well as to the errq:loyment features that may 
be suitably investigated in a census, e.g. unemployment and 
underemployment. 

Agricultural Census 

7. Althougn, unlike a population census, an agricultural 
cer,i,us does not cover the en:;ire population, it is nevertheless 
a "'ource of information on the economic characteristics of a 
hi•h proportion of the por:;ulation since in most African countries 
agriculture is the predominant type of economic activity. 
Ag1'icultural census is a basic source of comprehensive data 
recording the cha1°acteristics of farm or rural economy and of 
farn, or rural population and labour force in ::-elation to the 
fo::-mer. Iterc.s relating to the farm economy include the distri-
bu-,ion of holdir.gs by size, category of tenure, type of crop, 
wt:.3ther irrigated or not, type cf energy ,:sed e.g. human only, 
animal, machine, etc. The distribution of the fam. labour 
force is sho·,,m by worker categories suc,1 as owner-cultivator, 
tenant cultivator, share-cropper, agricultural labourer, etc. 
Dilta cross-classifying ::!.abour force a,1:i far:n characteristics are 
valuable for social and economic analysis and policy measures 
and are significant for a study of agric:Jltural underemployment 
It rr:ay be noted, however, that in many cases the definitions 
ar.d classifications of the labour force adopteC.: or err,ployed in 
a;,;ricultural censuses often differ from those in population 
censuses and in current l&bour force statistics, largely due to 
differences in the nature and object of these types cf inquiries. 

1~tbour J<'orce Sa!,J1ple .:3urveys 

e. Labo'.1r force sample surveys were initiated in the 
d,~veloped countries in response to the need for comprehensive 
data on the current changes in tile labour force, especially as 
r•3gards unemployment. It was felt that in many cases alterna-
tive sources of current ev.ployv..ent data, e.g. those based on 
establishment reporting, social insurance records, operation of 
e :nployrnent services, did r,ot ensure full coverage and, due to 
i.;,nderlying features of an actninistrati ve character, did not 
provide a valid n:easure of unemployment. 
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9. In the developing countries, various factors have 
contributed to the introduction of labour force sample surveys. 
Firstly, the housel,old enterprise, e.g. family farm, shop, is 
often the predominant type of economic organisation in these 
countries so that· ewployraent data concerning the major part of 
the population can only be obtained by means of inquiries 
directed to households. Secondly, many countries face acute 
employment problems and they need data on the nature and level 
of unemployment and underemployment, ~referably at intervals. 
Thirdly, much rrogress has been achieved in recent years in the 
methods of household inquiry. Finally, since the latter are 
increasir::gly used to obtain data in denographic, health, family 
living and ot~er fields, countries have become familiar with 
the possibilities and techniques 01 household surveys and have 
sought to apply t".lese to the labour force field. In Africa, 
this source of labour force data is still at an early stage of 
devBlopment; only two countries, Lorocco and the U.A.R., are 
known to have co!1ducted labo·ir force sample surveys which may be 
considered to be of a comprehensive character. 

10. As in the case of the population census, the labour 
force 1or the err.ployed) may be classified by sex, age-group, 
status (as to employer, employee etc.), industry and occupation; 
but unlike the former, the samrle size sets limits to the break
down of the labour force in significant cross-classified categories, 
e.g. geographical area, industry ar,ci status taken togetner. In 
addition, this source can furnish adequate data regarding the 
extent and nature of unemployment and visible underemployment, 
i.e. involuntary short-time working. By adapting survey design, 
other pertinent data relating to employment characteristics, e.g. 
seasonality, stability of employment, desire for work of persons 
outside the labour force, etc. , may also be obtained. Various 
aspects of labour force sample surveys are discussed in detail 
in the working papers on ite.lll 3 of the agenda of the Seminar. 

SOURC~S COVERI~G ?ART 0F LABOUR FORCE 

Periodic Establishment Reports 

11. Ji:stabliahr,.ents, as distinct from household enterprises, 
usually engage wage-paid labour. In most African countries, 
the latter makes up only a small fraction of the entire labour 
force. Besides, reporting systems usually exclude, for practical 
reasons, smaller establishments, e.g. e~ploying less than ten 
workers. !<,oreover, the coverage is often restricted to specified 
branches of activity, e.g. plantations, mines, manufacturing 
industries, etc. and soLJetimes public enterprises and government 
offices are also excluded, The statistics based on a system of 
establishment reporting thus usually cover only a segment of the 
labour force. 
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12. This segment is, nevertheless, a dynamic one making 
much more than proportionate contribution to national product. 
So periodic, detailed and up-to-date information relating to it 
is generally essential to follow employment changes in the 
grc,wth points of the economy. feriodic employment statistics, 
in conjunction with wage and other data, are required for the 
preparation of national accounts, in reviewing wage policies, 
and in the process of collective bargaining between managements 
and workers. 

13. Systans of periodic reporting of employment data by 
es::ablishments generally provide that the latter furnish at the 
sane time information needed for compiling statistics of hours 
of work and wages. In some cases, the items of employment and 
wage data form part of comprehensive ret;;rns covering production 
and other pertinent data t0 be rerindically made by the report
in,:; establishments. Empl-::,yment da0a of some value may also 
be derived from administrative establishment reoorts such as 
those required for the enforcement of labour or- other legislation, 
e.J. Factory Acts. 

14, The serial employment statistics generally give esti
mates of workers on payroll (on a given date or during a given 
reference period) by detailed industry classification, e.g. 
food processing, beverages, textiles, etc, In many cases, 
workers are distinguished by sex and in some cases by skill 
categories such as technical, supervisory and clerical, skilled, 
semi-skilled and unskilled although such data may be compiled 
at less frequent intervals. Data by other characteristics such 
as distribution by geogr:;,phical area and by size of Establish:. 
ment, may also be compiled from time to time, Various aspects 
of statistics based on establishment reporting are discussed in 
detail in the working papers on item 4 of the agenda of the 
Seminar. 

J/dustrial and Other Censuses 

15. Censuses of establishme:1ts in minins and manufacturing 
industries, extended at times to otl:er branches of activity 
e.g. utilities, commerce etc., are held at intervals by countries 
to obtain comprehensive data on production, labour and other 
a,ipects of the operations of tne various industries. Such 
c,msuses are generally restricted in the scope of coverage of 
industries and are usually conducted at less frequent intervals, 
e.g. every five or ten years, or in some cases annually, than 
those under periodic reporting by establishments for the com
pilation of current statistics of employment and wages. Never
theless, they constitute an :i.mpcrtant source of detailed basic 
s·:atistics of employment which may be used as bench mark data. 
&nployment data may be shown for each sex by industry, classified 
ty.such characteristics as status (as employer, employee etc.), 
region and size of establishment (according to number employed). 
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Social Security Records 

16. f,,any African countries have in operation systems of 
social security directed in most cases towards wage-earners. 
Records of such systems constitute a valuable source of data 
on employment (and wages) which has not yet been fully drawn 
upon in ff.ost cases. 

17. Social security systems prepare and maintain up-to
date registers of establishments for the collection of contri
butions. These registers can be an important element in 

' ' 

setting up master registers for initiating and keeping up-to
date a separate system of establishment repcrting for statistical 
purposes. The periodic reports made by establishments to social 
security institutions concernin~ the payment of contributions 
provide data on workers covered which can, subject to the 
coverage and other relevant provisions of the schemes, yield 
estimates of employment, ;,here the systems require the main
tenance of individual contribution records of covered v1orkers, 
data analysing the careers of workers in covered employment, 
e.g. job or industry changes over a period, may also be derived 
from the records. 

Employment Service Records 

18. A number of African countries have introduced systems 
of employment service which are aimed at organising the labour 
market and in particular at matching. job applicants with' 
available vacancies. In most cases, ho;,,ever, such systems are 
still embryonic and they seldom extend beyond urban centres. 

19. The operation2l records of the employr,,ent service 
permit regular, e.g. monthly and quarterly, compilation of the 
'str.:tistics of the nu::.ber Stnd chatacteristics of registered job 
seekers, e.g. sex, age-group, qualifications, occupation, etc. 
They also furnish data on notified vacancies and placements 
actually effected. The great rnerit of this source is that it 
provides current data at marginal cost from administrative 
records. hhile the data thrm·1 light on the state of the labour 
market, there is need, however, for great caution in their inter
pretation. In particular, even at best, such data are rather 
imperfect indicators of the level and trend in unemployrcent. 

" 


